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LO: To analyse basic elements of 

micro features in film. 



Two 

elements 

• There are 2 elements in film 

language. 

• Macro: 

– Narrative 

– Genre 

– Representation 

• Micro: 

– Mise-en-scene 

– Cinematography 

– Sound 

– Editing 

– Performance 

To get 

started, we 

will just 

concentrate 

on the micro 

elements. 



Film Language 

Learn the basic language and 
terminology needed to discuss films.  

This powerpoint will take you through the 
five core aesthetics you need to focus on in 
the study of any film. 
It includes basic examples of each and what 
to look for. 
There is a task at the end to show your 
understanding of all these elements. 



Cinematography 

• Camera angles/shots. 

• The effective use of the camera. 

• Camera movement. 

Directors use the camera to create an 

effect on the audience, usually this can 

re-enforce the narrative and affect how 

we relate to characters. Different 

camera equipment is used to do this. 



Basic camera angles 

• Close up: used to make us focus on a specific 

element; often, a character – we are asked to purely 

focus on this 

• Wide shot: reveals the surroundings which add to our 

understanding of what is happening in the frame of 

the film 

• Two-shot: two characters in the frame shows the 

relationship between them and connects them 

together for the spectator 

 

• We’ll just focus on these three for now… 

 



Editing 

• Editing and cutting together of 

shots/scenes/angles/sequences. 

Editing is completed by an editing team 

who, through the director’s guidance, 

creates the last segment of film-making. 

However, as editing is a vital element, 

there may be many draft edits before 

final cut. 



The basic starting points… 

• Action/reaction edits: camera cuts from one character 

doing something immediately to the second character 

reacting to this action 

• Straight cuts: change to camera angle, camera 

movement or camera position – no further effect 

applied to the edit 

• Crossfade: one shot is faded into a second shot to 

connect the two images 

 

• Again, there are many more you’ll get to know, but 

these three will do for now… 

 



Sound 

– Sound is used in film to add atmosphere, 

show us the feelings of the character, set 

the scene, tell the story and emphasise 

what we see on screen. 

– Sound covers natural sounds, speech, 

music, additional sound effects and any 

sort of narration or voiceover 



The basic starting points… 
• There are two key elements within sound in film: 

• Diegetic  

– actors speaking to each other (dialogue). 

– sounds originating from any object on the screen, like footsteps, 

police sirens, and gun shots. 

– music that comes from a sound system, band, orchestra etc as long 

as it’s within the frame of the film. 

• Non-diegetic 

– music or score, used to augment emotions 

– actor’s commentary or narration 

– any extra sound added for effect 

For example, if the scene in the film is at a concert, and the band are 
playing, this is diegetic sound. If a character is just walking along the 
street and a song has been added as a soundtrack, this in non-
diegetic sound. 

 



Mise-en-scene 

 
– Mise-en-scene is any visual detail you find 

within the frame or shot you are looking at 

– Anything included or constructed by the 

film-maker to show setting, place, 

character, style, genre etc is classed as 

mise-en-scene 



The basics of 

mise-en-scene 

Props 

Settings 

and 

locations 

Costume 

and 

Makeup 

Off 

screen 

space 

Lighting  
Use of 

colour 



Performance 

 

– Performance is often a balance between 

directors’ instructions and the actors’ 

choice of how to deliver a line or an action 

– Any physical or vocal choice made by an 

actor or a director is classed as 

performance 

– The ways in which an actor and/or a 

director prepares themselves or a cast 

member is also important 



The basic starting points… 

– Start paying to attention to the following: 

 

– Movement 

– Facial expression 

– Gesture 

– Exit or entrance 

– Interaction with other characters 



Example sequence: 

Psycho (Hitchcock, 1960) 

• Watch the Psycho shower scene on youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atjhOhH-

V3E 

• Just watch it first, and gather your first 

impressions…spoiler alert below! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atjhOhH-V3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atjhOhH-V3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atjhOhH-V3E


The detail: cinematography 

• Watch again, just focusing on camera 

shots. 

• Look out for close ups, two shots and 

wide shots, and the combination of 

them. 



Commentary on cinematography 
• Basic analysis: 

• Hitchcock changes his close up shots throughout the shower sequence, focusing on 

both characters, the shower, the knife and the surrounding details like the blood 

running down the plug hole. Close up shots of the character in the shower are used 

to show her lack of awareness of what is about to happen and then her fear as she 

is attacked. The wide shot combined with a two shot as we see the second figure 

approach as a silhouette behind the shower curtain is particularly tense as we can 

see what is coming, while the first character cannot. The switching of close up shots 

to the second character who is not revealed fully adds to the tension of the 

sequence as we know there is a second, dangerous character involved in a private 

moment of the woman showering, and we can see the threat they present to her.  

• Extension: 

• The fact that Hitchcock does not reveal any details of the injury builds the threat 

posed by the second figure as we know what they are doing, but are asked to focus 

on the act of the attack, not the injuries themselves. The end shot of an extreme 

close up on her eye as she is lying dead on the floor zooming out to reveal her 

whole face, then moving the camera away is effective as it removes any possibility 

of her having survived and makes the entrance of the male character at the very end 

of the sequence futile – it looks to the audience like he is trying to save her, but we 

know it’s too late. 

 



The detail: editing 

• Watch again, just focusing on editing 

• Look for when the camera angle or shot 

choice changes and what we are asked to 

focus on because of where the editing cuts 

are. 

• Look for the longer, single shot edits too, 

where the camera moves but there is no cut 

• Pay attention to the pace of the editing 

changing as well 



Commentary on editing 
• Basic analysis: 

• The editing uses two longer single shots to begin with until she steps into the bath, draws the 

curtain and starts to shower. As she showers, there is a series of simple cuts connecting the 

close ups until the editing allows the camera angle to change, and we see the curtain behind 

her fully, with the rest of the bathroom in shadow. This allows for us to see the approaching 

figure that she is unaware of. The next sequence of editing is largely action/reaction editing and 

the pace quickens as the attack takes place. The editing here reflects the manic nature of the 

attack and the fear of the woman in the shower. The crossfade edit blending the blood and 

water going down the plug hole with her eye is the final edit of the sequence inside the 

bathroom and is included to mimic her life also ebbing away, like the water down the drain. As it 

is single shot sequence from here in the editing of the scene, this allows the camera to travel 

from the bathroom, into her adjacent bedroom, and then reveal the shot of the house through 

the window before the voice is added implying who the killer is. The final simple cut shows the 

male character running to her room and discovering her body, which develops part of story 

already known to the audience – this is a motel where danger has already been implied, and 

that he is somehow connected to the danger. 

• Extension: 

• The editing builds tension, foreshadows her death and gives further clues about who might be 

responsible. The combination of the editing and the cinematography of the final shot, allowing 

the male character to be heard shouting and implying that his mother may be responsible for 

the attack, then trying to save the woman adds to the tension of the scene, but we know she is 

already dead through the editing choices. This editing style builds pace, develops the story and 

is typical of Hitchcock’s style. 



The detail: sound 

• Watch again, just focusing on sound 

• Look for where sound is heard from 

within the action and where it has been 

added afterwards 

• Look for changes in music or 

instrumental sound and sound effects 

being used and where the same sounds 

are reprised (used again) 



Commentary on sound 
• Basic analysis: 

• Begins with all diegetic sounds – door closing, shower being turned on etc. 

Additional instrumental sounds added as soon as the second figure arrives in the 

scene so we connect the sound with the character. Sound is matched to editing – 

each cut is linked to a sharp high-pitched sound made by the instruments chosen 

and each matches the swipes of the knife. Sequential and repeated sounds match 

the same motions and actions of the character holding the knife. Develops into tense 

and atmospheric instrumental piece with much lower sounds perhaps to mimic her 

lack of breath – the music sounds like it is gasping alongside the character as she 

dies. Instrumental sound fades and we return to diegetic sounds as she pulls the 

shower curtain down leaving just the sound of running water towards the end of the 

sequence in the bathroom and silence elsewhere – eerily quiet and disturbing, given 

the volume and pace of the attack on her. The next sound we hear is a voice from 

the house seen through the window – the fact that these two settings are connected 

through this dialogue is also important in the whole film. 

• Extension: 

• The apparent calm before the introduction of the high-pitched violin sounds only 

emphasises the horror of the attack as the sound does not match the environment 

naturally. This sound sequence being reprised when we see the male character 

running to her room towards the end of the sequence connects him to the sound 

itself – like a motif or symbol attached to a character. Watch the whole film to see 

why! 



The detail: mise-en-scene 

• Watch again, just focusing on mise-en-

scene 

• Look for choices of setting, lighting, 

costuming and props. 

• Look for changes in any of these key 

elements 



Commentary on mise-en-scene 

• Basic analysis: 

• The choice of setting this attack in a shower is significant because the first female 

character is entirely vulnerable – not only is she naked, she is alone and the sound 

of the shower masks the arrival of her attacker. Casting is also an important part of 

mise-en-scene and the woman is attractive and blonde, both physical attributes we 

might associate with a positive character – the fact that she is a woman also adds to 

this as this film is made in 1960 and women were still seen as more vulnerable and 

weaker than men. The visual look of the bathroom itself also adds to the tension as it 

is clearly a small and familiar space – the film is set in a motel, and this bathroom is 

typical of that setting. The fact that it is a recognisable setting would have frightened 

the audience even more, and the fact that it is small gives her no chance of escape 

or being able to fight her attacker off. The size of the knife when it comes into shot is 

made to look even larger as it is shown against her own body which emphasises 

again what little chance she has of surviving. 

• Extension: 

• The inclusion of the newspaper on the nightstand as the camera pans away from her 

body is not accidental – it is a visual reminder for the audience of something else 

from the story (not going to ruin the film for you!) but the choice of this happening at 

night, and the shot of the house in shadow outside the window all adds to the sense 

of fear – the mise-en-scene of the house looking imposing and dark is another visual 

signature of the film. The house is connected to the danger. 



The detail: performance 

• Watch again, just focusing on 

performance 

• Look out for facial expressions, 

gestures and where the eye-line of the 

characters is directed 



Commentary on performance 
• Basic analysis: 

• The first clue regarding the danger about to occur is the glance the woman gives towards 

the bathroom door as she closes it – it’s like she is checking it is shut properly. The irony 

of this given what happens is all foreshadowing. Her natural movements as she starts to 

shower all add to the tension as nothing seems amiss or wrong in her environment. She 

also has her eyes closed in the shot where we see the shower curtain behind her and we 

see the second figure approaching, all developing the sense of threat and emphasising 

her vulnerability. The series of facial expressions during the attack show her fear and 

panic as well as the pain of the knife striking her – the camera angle supports this as we 

are asked to focus only on her face and therefore all the emotions and feelings she is 

experiencing. When the male character arrives in her room right at the end of the 

sequence, performance is also used to construct meaning – his gesture of his hand going 

to his mouth as he sees her body is a gesture we associate with shock – this and the fact 

that he turns away suggests he is as shocked as we are. This is an important layer of 

foreshadowing for later in the film as well. 

• Extension: 

• Only seeing the face of the woman being attacked is also an important choice of mise-en-

scene as it creates further mystery about who the attacker is – the silhouette gives some 

clues, but clearly, we are not meant to know who it is at this point in the film. Again, we 

cannot take one element of aesthetics in isolation and when we hear the male character 

shouting “Mother! Mother! Oh, God! Blood, blood!” when we see the shot of the house 

through the window, the urgency in the voice makes us think it was the mother who 

committed the attack – another element of foreshadowing through performance 



Your turn… 

• Watch the following clip from The 

Shining (Kubrick, 1980) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtI0

uG6tjew 

• Make a note of your first impressions. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtI0uG6tjew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtI0uG6tjew


Induction Tasks: 
 

• Use the clip from The Shining as your focus. 

• Write a paragraph on each of the 5 key aesthetics detailed on the 

powerpoint: 

– Cinematography 

– Editing 

– Sound 

– Mise-en-scene 

– Performance  

• Each paragraph should cover the basic elements included in the clip. 

• Aim to write an extension in each paragraph if you can. 

• Follow the model paragraphs included here to help you. 

• There are some technical terms you’ll need to research on the next slide, 

as you’ll need them to write about this particular clip. 

• Try and focus on what effect the choices made have on the audience. 

• You may want to research the film first, so you can understand the 

sequence more fully. 



Induction tasks 

• I’m also keen to see what films you enjoy. 

• Choose a sequence from your favourite film and analyse it in exactly the 

same way: 5 paragraphs, one on each key aesthetic. 

• If any camera angles or editing cuts come up that you’re not sure of, try 

and find out what they are called – there are lots of good quality tutorials 

on youtube. 

• If you still can’t work out the technical term, describe it as best you can. 

• Don’t forget, this is a starting point…I don’t expect you to be an expert! 

• Email me with any questions, queries or concerns… 

• donna.spanyol@ridgeway.herts.sch.uk 

 

• Good luck! 

mailto:donna.spanyol@ridgeway.herts.sch.uk


Technical terms you’ll need for 

the clip from The Shining… 

• Shot-reverse-shot 

• Tracking shot 

• Over-the-shoulder shot 

• Cutaway editing 


